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Effect of Radial Location of
Nozzles on Heat Transfer in
Preswirl Cooling Systems
This paper investigates heat transfer in a rotating disk system using preswirled cooling
air from nozzles at high and low radius. The experiments were conducted over a range of
rotational speeds, flow rates, and preswirl ratios. Narrow-band thermochromic liquid
crystal (TLC) was specifically calibrated for application to experiments on a disk, rotat-
ing at �5000 rpm and subsequently used to measure surface temperature in a transient
experiment. The TLC was viewed through the transparent polycarbonate disk using a
digital video camera and strobe light synchronized to the disk frequency. The convective
heat transfer coefficient h was subsequently calculated from the one-dimensional solution
of Fourier’s conduction equation for a semi-infinite wall. The analysis was accounted for
the exponential rise in the air temperature driving the heat transfer, and for the experi-
mental uncertainties in the measured values of h. The experimental data was supported
by “flow visualization,” determined from CFD. Two heat transfer regimes were revealed
for the low-radius preswirl system: a viscous regime at relatively low coolant flow rates,
and an inertial regime at higher flow rates. Both regimes featured regions of high heat
transfer where thin, boundary layers replaced air exiting through receiver holes at high
radius on the rotating disk. The heat transfer in the high-radius preswirl system was
shown to be dominated by impingement under the flow conditions tested.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4001189�
Introduction
In gas turbines, air is diverted from the compressor to the tur-

ine through a system of channels, pipes, and sealed cavities. The
ain purpose of this secondary air system is to prevent hot-gas

ngestion and supply cooling air, at the lowest possible tempera-
ure, to the turbine components. In a high-pressure turbine stage,
his cooling air is expanded through stationary, angled preswirl
ozzles, transferred through a wheel-space, and delivered to blade
eceiver holes on the rotating disk. The nozzles swirl the air, and
his reduces the work done by the rotating turbine disk in accel-
rating the air to the disk speed; this consequently reduces the
elative total temperature of the air entering the receiver holes,
hich guide the coolant to the rotor-blade roots.
Scricca and Moore �1� discussed a diverse range of preswirl

esigns. For a given rim-cavity pressure, disk speed, coolant de-
ivery temperature and pressure, and receiver hole radius, the per-
ormance of a preswirl system may be quantified by the mass flow
ate and temperature of the coolant delivered through the receiver
oles. This performance depends on factors such as: nozzle and
eceiver hole discharge coefficients, leakage and mixing losses,
otating disk windage, rotating-cavity geometry, and heat transfer
etween the preswirl air and the disk.

A simplified diagram of a preswirl system is shown in Fig. 1�a�,
here the radius of the nozzles is shown to be lower than that of

he receiver holes; this is termed as a low-radius preswirl system.
n an alternative design, these radii might be equal, and this is
ermed as a high-radius preswirl system. The low-radius design
an have the advantage of reduced leakage losses. El-Oun and
wen �2� were the first to produce a theoretical model of adiabatic

ffectiveness. Chew et al. �3� and Farzaneh-Gord et al. �4� also
ndependently derived theoretical models of effectiveness, show-
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ing that a high-radius design can supply lower cooling air tem-
peratures. The optimum configuration depends upon the engine-
designer’s goal: If the minimum coolant temperature is the
primary goal, then a high-radius design is preferable �e.g., military
aero-engines�; keeping the preswirler exit pressure as low as pos-
sible minimizes leakage, which improves turbine efficiency, and if
this is the primary goal �e.g., civil aero-engines�, then a low-radius
design is preferable. Consideration must also be given to balanc-
ing the load on the thrust bearing �1�.

Preswirl research has been widely published at ASME confer-
ences. Meierhofer and Franklin �5� were the first to experimen-
tally confirm the significant reduction in a relative total tempera-
ture using a preswirl system, and quantified the effectiveness of
such a system in terms of the ratio of delivery air velocity to disk
speed. El-Oun and Owen developed a simple model, based on the
Reynolds analogy for an adiabatic system to predict the adiabatic
effectiveness. The predictions, which were in good agreement
with the experiment, showed that the effectiveness increased
monotonically as the preswirl ratio increased. Wilson et al. �6�
used total-temperature probes to measure the temperature of the
air entering receiver holes, which was consistently underpredicted
by axisymmetric computations. Geis et al. �7� measured the total
temperature of the air entering the receiver holes, which were
significantly higher than the values predicted from their ideal
model. Chew et al. published numerical simulations that were in
good agreement with results from both the Karlsruhe preswirl rig
used by Geis et al. and a preswirl rig at Sussex University. Ditt-
mann et al. �8� measured the discharge coefficients for preswirl
nozzles and receiver holes, including holes with radiused and
chamfered inlets �9�. Yan et al. �9� measured, and Lewis et al. �10�
computed, the discharge coefficient of receiver holes, showing
that they reached a maximum when the rotating core of fluid was
in synchronous rotation with the holes.

Yan et al. and Lewis et al. studied a low-radius system, while
the Karlsruhe rig, used by Dittman et al. �11,8�, featured preswirl
nozzles and receiver holes at the same radius. Jarzombek et al.
�12� studied computationally a configuration with the preswirl

nozzles located radially outward of the receiver holes. Lewis et al.
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13� investigated, computationally, the effect of the radial location
f the preswirl nozzles, concluding that the variation in static
ressure in the core will reduce, but not negate, the advantages of
ocating the preswirl nozzles at a radius as high as practicable. It
as also shown that the increase in effectiveness with increased
reswirl-nozzle radius is caused solely by losses in the nozzles
nd in the core.

The engine designer is interested in calculating the pressure
rop and cooling effectiveness of the preswirl system, but there is
lso a need to understand the heat transfer between the cooling air
nd the turbine disk. Lock et al. �14� measured the local Nusselt
umber, Nu, on the rotating disk in the low-radius preswirl system
sed by Yan et al. �9� and Lewis et al. �10,13�. The experiments
ere conducted over a range of rotational speeds, flow rates, and
reswirl ratios, and showed that Nu was virtually axisymmetric,
xcept near the receiver holes, where large variations occurred.

This paper explores the effect of the radial location of the pre-
wirl nozzles on the heat transfer between the air and the rotating
isk. The experimental facility is a simplified model of a gas
urbine rotor-stator system designed to accommodate pressure and
emperature instrumentation in the test section, and to provide
ptical access to the wheel-space.

Experimental Facility
Owen and Rogers �15� showed that, for a rotating cavity, the

urbulent flow structure is principally governed by two nondimen-
ional parameters: the inlet swirl ratio �p, and the turbulent flow
arameter �T. These are defined as

�p =
V�,p

�rp
�2.1�

nd

�T = cw Re�
−0.8 where cw =

ṁp

�b
�2.2�

nd

Re� =
��b2

�
�2.3�

he value �T=0.22 corresponds to the flow rate entrained by a
isk rotating in an infinite environment, which is the so-called free
isk. The heat transfer depends upon the flow structure and also
he rotational Reynolds number Re�.

The experimental facility uses a simplified model of a gas tur-
ine rotor-stator system, designed to accommodate pressure and
emperature instrumentation in the test section and to provide op-
ical access to the wheel-space. Experiments were conducted at
ngine-representative values of �p and �T, thereby producing flow

Fig. 1 „a… Typical gas turbine rotor
air; „b… simplified model
tructures typical of those found in a gas turbine. In engines, Re�
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is of the order of 107, which is an order-of-magnitude greater than
that achievable in the rig. As the heat transfer depends strongly on
Re�, as well as on �p and �T, the rig Nusselt numbers will be
much smaller than those found in engines. This is discussed fur-
ther in Sec. 5.

The geometry, which was based on information obtained for
existing engine designs, is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1�b�.
Air entered the test section through the stator via preswirl nozzles
and exited through 60 axial receiver holes in the disk representing
the entrance to blade-cooling passages in the engine. Both low-
radius and high-radius preswirl designs were used, with rp /rb
=0.8� and 1.0, respectively. Both designs used 24 cylindrical
holes as preswirl nozzles. The geometric properties of the test rig
and the range of operating conditions are summarized in Table 1.

3 Experimental Technique
The use of thermochromic liquid crystal �TLC� in heat transfer

experiments is a well-established practice; Ireland and Jones �16�
and Baughn �17� provide reviews of how the technology has been
utilized in a range of fluid-flow applications. In a transient experi-
ment, each site on the TLC surface will change color through the
optically active temperature range, and this process is captured
digitally. If the time at which the TLC changes color is known �so
that the surface temperature is also known�, then the heat transfer
coefficient h can be calculated from the one-dimensional solution
of Fourier’s conduction equation for a semi-infinite wall.

Local heat transfer coefficients on the rotating disk were deter-
mined from transient surface temperature measurements using
two calibrated narrow-band TLCs �designated as 30°C and 40°C
to indicate their activation temperatures�. The experiments were
conducted under known thermal boundary conditions, using air,
which had been preheated to approximately 50°C using a mesh
heater �see Ref. �18�� upstream of the preswirl nozzles. The crys-
tals were sprayed on the disk in sectors inside the wheel-space,
which could be viewed through the transparent polycarbonate by a
digital video camera.

tor system with preswirled cooling

Table 1 Summary of geometry and operating conditions

Disk outer radius �b� 216 mm
Inner radius �a� a /b=0.67
Gap ratio s /b=0.051
Low preswirl radius �rp� rp /b=0.74
High preswirl radius �rp� rp /b=0.93
Receiver-hole radius �rb� rb /b=0.93
Re� 0.8�106–1.2�106

�T 0.12–0.36
�p 0.4–1.8
-sta
Transactions of the ASME
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Figure 2 is a color image selected from a time sequence during
typical experiment using the low-radius preswirl geometry. This

mage shows the activated TLC as viewed through the transparent
olycarbonate disk, rotating clockwise in this view. Initially clear
hen below its activation temperature, the TLC changed color

rom red to green to blue as the disk was heated by the hot air
ntering through the preswirl nozzles. The image appears “frozen”
ecause the rotor was illuminated by stroboscopic light synchro-
ized with the disk rotating at 5000 rpm. The hub, casing �at radii

and b�, and blade receiver holes �insulated using low-
onductivity, white Rohacell foam� are labeled in the figure. The
LC and overcoat of black paint had been sprayed in a 48 deg
ector on the disk covering eight of the 60 receiver holes. To the
eft of this painted sector on the rotor, the stator �coated with
ide-band TLC� and two of the preswirl nozzles are visible

hrough the transparent �unpainted� polycarbonate at low radius.
ome shadows appear around the receiver holes due to constraints
ith the lighting and viewing angles. Both the 30°C and 40°C
LCs have been activated into their visible range, and displayed
ifferent colors at different locations on the rotating disk. Blue
ndicates higher temperature, revealing that there is a region of
elatively high heat transfer around the receiver holes; the virtu-
lly identical color patterns around each of these holes illustrate
ircumferential periodicity of the flow structure. Color images,
ecorded by a digital video camera running at 25 frames per sec-
nd, were subsequently converted to hue. As explained in Sec. 4,
t was then possible to determine a hue-time pair at each measure-

ent point on the disk.
A typical example of the variation in the measured total-

emperature with the time of the preswirl cooling air is shown in
ig. 3. The air temperatures were measured using a fast-response

otal-temperature probe, carefully calibrated for recovery factor.
he measurements were made at two locations: The first location

s immediately downstream of the mesh heater, and here, the tem-
erature can be seen to exhibit a virtual step-change from an ini-
ial value of around 20°C to a final steady-state temperature

53°C; the second location is at the exit of the preswirl nozzles,
here the air enters the test section. Despite the thermal insulation

n the upstream pipes, the air temperature at this latter location
ises exponentially from its initial value toward a final steady-state
emperature. A three-term exponential fit was used and the total-
emperature Ta history at the preswirl nozzles �Fig. 3� can be
epresented by the following:

Ta = 23.5 + 7.3�1 − e−t/7.9� + 6.0�1 − e−t/0.9� + 16.1�1 − e−t/0.05�
�3.1�

ypically, the crystal color-change times on the disk surface
anged between 1 s and 45 s �depending on the local heat flux�,
nd these times can be of similar magnitude to the time constants

ig. 2 Photograph of TLC on disk rotating at 5000 rpm „Re�

1Ã106, �T=0.12…
f the exponential rise in gas temperature.
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4 Data Analysis
The heat transfer coefficient h is defined as

qw = h�Taw − Tw� �4.1�

where qw is the surface heat flux from the air to the wall, Tw is the
surface temperature of the wall, and Taw is the adiabatic-wall tem-
perature. Taw depends on the total-temperature of the air Ta and on
the fluid dynamics. The method of analysis to determine h for the
transient heat transfer experiments is based on the solution of
Fourier’s one-dimensional conduction equation for a semi-infinite
substrate, as described by Newton et al. �18�. The one-
dimensional analysis considers only the conduction in the direc-
tion normal to the surface of the wall, ignoring conduction in the
transverse directions. Kingsley-Rowe et al. �19� provided an ana-
lytical correction where lateral conduction is significant.

The general solution to Fourier’s equation for an exponential
series in air-driving temperature, corresponding, for the case of
m=3 terms, to Eq. �3.1�, is given by Newton et al. as

	 =
Tw − T0

Taw,
 − T0
= �

j=1

m
Ta,j

Taw,
 − T0
g��,��j

� �4.2�

where

g��,��� = 1 −
1

1 + ��
2e�2

erfc��� − e−t/� ��
2

1 + ��
2� �4.3�

� =�1 +
1

��
	 1



 t

�
+

2

�
n=1



1

n
e−n2/4 sinh�n
 t

�
�� �4.4�

� =
h
t

�ck

and �� =
h
�


�ck
�4.5�

A method of quantifying and minimizing measurement uncer-
tainties is described by Owen et al. �20�. Small uncertainties in the
measured temperatures can create large uncertainties in the calcu-
lated value of h, and the amplification parameter �h

� is defined as
the ratio of the relative uncertainty in h to the relative uncertain-
ties in the temperatures. The minimum value of �h

� occurs for
	�0.5 �though the variation is relatively small for 0.4�	
�0.6�, and ideally, this is the range of 	, in which experiments
with a single TLC should be conducted if the uncertainties in h are

Fig. 3 Typical variation in air temperature with time
to be kept to a minimum. Owen et al. also show that it is advan-
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ageous to design an experiment where � is as small as practicable.
ypical values of 	, �=� /��=
t /�, ��, and �h

� for the experi-
ents with the two crystals are given below in Table 2.
The experimental application uses the 30°C and 40°C crystals

o identify two particular isotherms �each at a particular calibrated
ue, H� on the test surface at two measured times in the transient
xperiment. Over the narrow calibrated-temperature range that the
rystals are active ��1°C�, a unique value of hue is used for the
ingle-point measurement of the wall temperature. The experi-
ent begins with the disk at a known initial temperature, below

he activation temperature of both crystals. During the transient
rocess, the color changes of the crystals were recorded as the
isk was heated convectively. The data were subsequently con-
erted into a series of frames �25 per second� and stored as bitmap
sing the software AVID LIQUID 7.0 in a completely automated
anner. Three receiver holes on the disk surface fit into a camera-

mage area of 450�450 pixels. A median filter is used in each
0�10 pixels area within the image to determine the hue history
t each pixel.

Figure 4 shows a typical hue history measured at one location,
here the scales of the lower and upper abscissa, measured in

rames, as well as the left and right ordinates, �measured in hue�
iffer for the two crystals. The 30°C and 40°C crystals are seen
o be active between �approximately� frames 50–100 and 460–
00, respectively. Though h is invariant with time, the heat flux at
ny location decreases with time as the difference between the
all and gas-driving temperature decreases. The rate of increase

n hue is correspondingly greater for the 30°C crystal.
The value of the hue for the single-point calibration of both

rystals has been chosen as H=0.53. The time at which this value
f H is reached was calculated from the smoothed H-time data,
sing a range of ten frames on either side of the reference frame,
t which H�0.53. A low-pass digital filter and cubic-spline inter-
olation �marked in the figure� were used for this purpose. In this

able 2 Summary of parameters relevant to data shown in Fig.
0°C crystal. The uncertainty in the wall temperature is PT=0.2

TLC Tw

time
�s� 	 �1 �2 �3

30°C 31.4 3.04 0.27 0.62 1.83 8.05
40°C 41.2 23.0 0.6 1.71 5.02 22.1
Fig. 4 Variation in hue during transient experiment
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way, the uncertainty in time was reduced to an insignificant value
��40 ms�.

The air temperature history for the data in Fig. 4 is shown in
Fig. 3, and the three-series exponential fit is given by Eq. �3.1�.
Table 2 lists the relevant nondimensional parameters in the solu-
tion of Fourier’s equation for the data at this pixel. It is noted that
the values of 	, �, and �� are sufficiently advantageous to result
in acceptable values of �h

� and the uncertainties of Ph for both
crystals. Also, the difference between these two values of h, as-
sumed invariant with time, is smaller than the theoretical uncer-
tainties of the measurements.

The choice of H for the single-point calibration was arbitrary.
The value of h, determined from the data in Fig. 4 for any value of
hue over the range 0.3�H�0.6, was equal within experimental
uncertainty, listed as Ph in Table 2.

5 Experimental Results
Experimental data has been collected over a range of preswirl

mass flow rates, swirl ratios, and rotational Reynolds numbers for
both the low- and high-radius preswirl systems. Five cases, shown
in Table 3, will be discussed in detail.

5.1 Low-Radius Preswirl System. For the low-radius pre-
swirl system, two heat transfer regimes were observed: a viscous
regime at relatively low values of �T and an inertial regime at
high values of �T. Cases 1 and 2 fit into the latter and former
regimes, respectively. The viscous regime corresponds to the axi-
symmetric boundary layer flow over most of the rotating disk. The
inertial regime features an impingement on the disk near the
preswirl-nozzle radius with an associated peak in h.

Figure 5�a� shows a contour map of the heat transfer coefficient
on the rotating disk in the circumferential section for Case 1. No
data is shown in the immediate vicinity of the receiver holes as
these were insulated using the Rohacell foam—see Fig. 2. The
disk is shown rotating in the clockwise direction, and the data is
determined from the 40°C narrow-band TLC. The fluid-dynamic
conditions feature a relatively high value of �T, hence, relatively
high-velocity jets exiting the preswirl nozzles; this inertial-flow
regime is dominated by impingement on the rotating disk. There is
a strong radial variation in h, with the highest levels located at the
nozzle radius. High levels of h are also measured adjacent to the
receiver holes where the three-dimensional flow near the surface
of the disk creates a nonaxisymmetric distribution of h. The vir-
tually identical contour patterns around each of the three receiver
holes indicate the circumferential periodicity of the flow structure.

Superimposed onto Fig. 5�a� are streamlines relative to the ro-
tor calculated from the CFD code, CFX �10�. These streamlines are

sing a single-point calibration at H=0.53 for both the 30°C and
, T0=23.5 C, and Taw,�=52.9 C.

��1 ��2 ��3

h
�W /m2 K� �h

�
Ph

�W /m2 K�

2 0.68 0.23 0.05 135 8.7 7.9
8 0.68 0.23 0.05 138 5.5 5.1

Table 3 Five experimental cases

Case �T �p �
 rp /rb Re�

1 0.35 1.5 0.65 0.8 1�106

2 0.12 0.5 0.3 0.8 1�106

3 0.36 1.2 1.0 1 1�106

4 0.12 0.4 0.4 1 1�106

5 0.28 1.8 1.3 1 0.8�106
4, u
C

�

0.4
1.1
Transactions of the ASME
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sed as supporting flow visualization information, and are also
hown in the radial section in Fig. 5�b� �with the preswirl inlet and
tator on the left, and the receiver hole and rotor on the right.�

Wilson et al. �6� conducted a computational study, which
howed that air entered the receiver holes by direct and indirect
outes. The former refers to the flow traveling directly along a
treamline, connecting the inlet and the outlet, and therefore, not
ixing with the core flow. Indirect flow mixes with the core flow

efore entering the receiver holes.
Streamline A �orange� is an example of a direct streamline; it

nters the wheel-space through the preswirl nozzles and is en-
rained into the disk boundary layer, continues to a higher radius,
nd then flows out through the receiver hole. Streamline B �black�
mpinges onto the downstream side of the hole, forming part of a
ew boundary layer, then continues to a higher radius where it
ill recirculate into the system and mix with the core flow; this

mpingement and the associated thin boundary layer gives rise to
he crescent-shaped region of high heat transfer on the down-
tream side of each receiver hole.

Streamline C �blue�, like streamline B, also forms part of the
ndirect flow, which mixes with the core flow; unlike B, this
treamline is entrained into a flow, which passes between two
eceiver holes, and the associated thicker boundary layer creates a
elatively low heat transfer coefficient.

The two indirect streamlines �D and E� show that the flow,

ig. 5 „a… Heat transfer coefficient in circumferential section;
b… computed streamlines in radial section—Case 1

Fig. 7 Radial variation in heat transfer coefficien

and „b… Case 1

ournal of Turbomachinery
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which has entered the core, can either exit through the receiver
hole �D, pink� or continue circulating in the core �E, black�. The
latter flow, again by impingement and the thin boundary layer
associated with the replacement of the boundary layer flow enter-
ing the receiver holes, contributes to the region of high heat trans-
fer on the downstream side of each hole.

Figure 6�a� is a contour map of heat transfer coefficient on the
rotating disk in the circumferential section for Case 2, where
fluid-dynamic conditions feature a relatively low value of �T.
Here, there is relatively weak impingement from the preswirl
nozzles and this viscous-flow regime is dominated by the bound-
ary layer on the rotating disk. The largest levels of h are measured
near the receiver holes where the three-dimensional flow near the
surface of the disk again creates a nonaxisymmetric distribution of
h. Superimposed onto the contours are two streamlines of cooling
air from the preswirl nozzles; these are also shown in the radial
section in Fig. 6�b�. The orange streamline is entrained into the
disk boundary layer, continues to a higher radius, and then flows
directly out through the receiver hole. The black streamline has a
less direct route, impinging onto the downstream side of the hole
and forming part of a new boundary layer, eventually exiting
through the next �anticlockwise� receiver hole; this impingement
and the associated thin boundary layer gives rise to the crescent-
shaped region of high heat transfer on the downstream side of
each receiver hole.

Fig. 6 „a… Heat transfer coefficient in circumferential section;
„b… computed streamlines in radial section—Case 2

etermined by 30°C and 40°C crystals: „a… Case 2
t d
APRIL 2011, Vol. 133 / 021023-5
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Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the variation in h, determined using
oth the 30°C and 40°C crystals, with nondimensional radius
r /b� along a line midway between two receiver holes for Cases 1
nd 2. The preswirl inlet and receiver hole exit locations are
arked by arrows in the figures. The close agreement between the

wo data sets determined by the exponential series solution illus-
rates the accuracy of the experiments and validates the calibration
nd method of analysis. The maximum uncertainties, as deter-
ined by the method of Owen et al. �20�, are also shown in these
gures. A similarly close agreement occurred for all the cases
onsidered.

The local Nusselt number is defined as

Nu =
hr

k
�5.1�

Figure 8�a� illustrates the effect of Re� on the radial variation in
u for a fixed value of �T=0.12 �for which �p=0.5�, correspond-

ng to the viscous regime. The magnitude of Nu increases with
ncreasing Re� at all radii, but there is little effect of Re� on the
hape of the Nu distribution. Owen and Rogers �15� showed that,
or the turbulent boundary layer flow in rotor-stator systems, Nu
Re�

0.8. Figure 8�b� shows that the parameter Nu Re�
−0.8 is virtu-

lly independent of Re� for 0.73�r /b�0.9, suggesting that the
eat transfer for the viscous regime is controlled by the turbulent
oundary layer flow. The parameter fails to collapse the data near

Fig. 8 Viscous regime „a… radial variation in Nu
radial variation in Nu; „d… radial variation in Nu R
he receiver holes �r /b�0.9�, where other fluid-dynamic effects

21023-6 / Vol. 133, APRIL 2011
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dominate.
Figure 8�c� illustrates the effect of Re� on the radial variation in

Nu for a fixed value of �T=0.35 �for which �p=1.5�, correspond-
ing to the inertial regime. Again the magnitude of Nu increases
with increasing Re�, and again, there is little effect of Re� on the
shape of the Nu distribution. Fang et al. �21� showed that, for
impingement onto a rotating disk, Nu�Re�

0.4. Opposite the pre-
swirl nozzles, the best correlating parameter for the data in Fig.
8�c� was Nu Re�

−0.5, indicating that the heat transfer for the inertial
regime is governed by impingement. This parameter also col-
lapses the data in the vicinity of the receiver holes, suggesting that
impingement effects are important in this region.

5.2 High-Radius Preswirl System. For the low-radius sys-
tem, experimental results were only possible with preswirl ratios
below the critical ratio for synchronous rotation of the core and
disk at the receiver hole radius, i.e. �
=V�,
 /�rb=1. Using the
high-radius preswirl system it was possible to create synchronous
rotation �Case 3, see Table 3�, as well as conditions where the core
rotates at a slower and faster speed than the disk �Cases 4 and 5,
�
=0.4 and 1.3, respectively�.

Figures 9�a�–9�c� show computed flow streamlines in the tan-
gential ��−z� plane at the receiver hole radius rb in a frame of
reference rotating at the speed of the rotor �in the left to right
direction�, for Cases 3–5, respectively. These streamlines were

… radial variation in Nu Re�
−0.8; inertial regime „c…

.5

; „b

−0
again determined by CFX �13�. In each image, the stator is at the
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ottom and the receiver hole and outlet is at the top.
For Case 4 �Fig. 9�b��, �
=0.4 and the flow is underswirled;

he receiver hole rotates more quickly than the flow in the core,
herefore, the flow enters at an acute angle, separating at the lead-
ng edge of the hole and causing a recirculation inside the hole. As
he preswirl ratio is increased, the angle at which the flow enters
he receiver hole tends toward the axial direction. At the point
here synchronous rotation between the flow and the hole occurs,

he flow would be expected to flow axially into the receiver hole,
s can be seen in Fig. 9�a� �Case 3�, for which �
=1.0. When the
wirl ratio is increased further, or overswirled, the flow rotates
ore quickly than the receiver hole, causing separation and a

egion of recirculation at the trailing edge of the hole, as seen in
ig. 9�c� �Case 5�. Note that Lewis et al. �13� showed that the
ischarge coefficient of the receiver holes is a maximum at syn-
hronous rotation.

Figure 10�a� shows a contour map of the heat transfer coeffi-
ient on the rotating disk in isometric view for Case 3. The disk is
hown rotating in the clockwise direction and the data is again
etermined from the 40°C narrow-band TLC. The fluid-dynamic
onditions feature synchronous rotation, and the heat transfer,
ominated by impingement on the rotating disk, is symmetric with
espect to the receiver holes. Superimposed onto the figure are
hree computed streamlines of cooling air relative to the rotor
again determined by CFX�. Some of the inlet flow enters the re-
eiver holes directly �streamline A, orange�, while the remaining
ow �streamlines B and C, black� impinges upon the region be-

ween the holes. The impinging flow spreads both radially and
ircumferentially from the impingement region, some exiting
hrough the receiver hole and some continuing to a higher radius
here it recirculates into the system and mixes with the core flow.
Figure 10�b� illustrates the heat transfer contours for Case 4,

here the flow is underswirled. Superimposed onto the contours
re two streamlines of cooling air from the preswirl nozzles.
treamline A �orange� flows directly out through the receiver hole.
treamline B �black� has a less direct route, impinging onto the
ownstream side of the hole and forming part of a new boundary
ayer, eventually exiting through the next �anticlockwise� receiver
ole; this impingement and the associated thin boundary layer
ives rise to the crescent-shaped region of high heat transfer on
he “downstream” side of each receiver hole.

Figure 10�c� illustrates the heat transfer contours for Case 5,
here the flow is overswirled, with a corresponding translation of

he crescent-shaped region of high heat transfer to the downstream
ide of the receiver holes.

Figure 11 is a plot of Nu Re�
−0.5 along a circumferential line

etween the receiver holes at the receiver hole radius for fluid-
ynamic conditions featuring a synchronous rotation at three ro-
ational Reynolds numbers. This parameter is shown to be virtu-
lly independent of Re�, indicating that the heat transfer is
overned by impingement.

Conclusions
In this paper, two narrow-band liquid crystals were used to

ig. 9 Computed streamlines in the tangential plane at the re-
eiver hole radius rb: „a… Case 3, „b… Case 4, and „c… Case 5
easure the surface temperature on a rotating disk in a transient
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experiment, which models the flow of cooling air in a gas turbine.
The convective heat transfer coefficient h was subsequently cal-
culated from the solution of Fourier’s conduction equation, ac-
counting for the exponential rise in the air temperature driving the
heat transfer. The relevant nondimensional parameters in the so-
lution �	, �, and ��� were sufficiently advantageous to produce
relatively low uncertainties in the measured h for both crystals.

Low-radius and high-radius preswirl designs were investigated,
with rp /rb=0.8 and 1.0, respectively. For the low-radius design,
the experiments revealed two heat transfer regimes: a viscous re-
gime at relatively low coolant flow rates, where the fluid dynam-
ics was governed by the turbulent boundary layer on the rotating
disk; and an inertial regime at higher flow rates, where impinge-

Fig. 10 Heat transfer coefficient in isometric view for high-
radius preswirl system: „a… Case 3, „b… Case 4, and „c… Case 5
ment effects were prominent. Both regimes featured regions of
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igh heat transfer where thin boundary layers replaced air exiting
hough holes at high radius on the rotating disk. The heat transfer
n the high-radius preswirl system was shown to be dominated by
mpingement under the flow conditions tested. The Nusselt num-
er on the disk was shown to scale with Re�

0.8 and Re�
0.5 in the

iscous and inertial regimes, respectively.
The results presented here give insight into the heat transfer
echanisms in the preswirl flow and they also provide data for the

alidation of CFD codes and scaling relationships. The paper also
llustrates the power of thermochromic liquid crystals for accurate
eat transfer measurements in rotating systems.

omenclature
a, b � inner and outer radii of disk

cw � nondimensional mass flow rate= ṁ /�b
c � specific heat

f��� � step-change solution of Fourier’s equation
g�� ,��� � exponential solution of Fourier’s equation

h � heat transfer coefficient
H � hue
k � conductivity

ṁ � mass flow rate
Nu � Nusselt number
Ph � relative uncertainty in h
PT � relative uncertainty in T
qw � heat flux at the wall

Re� � rotational Reynolds number=��b2 /�
r � radius
s � rotor-stator separation distance
t � time

T � temperature
V � velocity
� � parameter, step-change solution=h
t /�ck

�� � parameter, exponential solution=h
� /�ck
�
 � swirl ratio �=V� /�r� in the core
�b � preswirl ratio based on rb �=V�,p /�rb�
�p � preswirl ratio based on rp �=V�,p /�rp�
�h

� � amplification parameter for uncertainty in h
� � parameter, exponential solution=
t /�

ig. 11 Circumferential variation in Nu Re�
−0.5 for high-radius

reswirl system
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�T � turbulent flow parameter=cw Re�
−0.8

� � dynamic viscosity
� � density

	 � nondimensional temperature
�rb � circumferential angle at rb
� � angular velocity of rotor

Subscripts
a � total, air

aw � adiabatic wall
b � blade-cooling
p � preswirl
w � wall

�, r, z � circumferential, radial, and axial directions
0 � value at time zero

1,2,3 � terms in the exponential series

 � value in core, z /s=0.5, r /rb=1; infinite time
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